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Angered over the Virginia governor's order on speed traps, the eccentric inhabitants of the Isle
of Tangier, in the Chesapeake Bay off the coast of Virginia, declares war on its own state, and it
is up to Judy Hammer, the new superintendent of the Virginia State Police, and her aide, trooper
Andy Brazil, to stop the crisis. Simultaneous.

From Library JournalAn island in Chesapeake Bay revolts when Virginia's governor orders
speed traps on every street. It doesn't sound like Cornwell, but it's a main selection of BOMC,
the Literary GuildR, the Mystery GuildR, and the Doubleday Book Club.Copyright 2001 Reed
Business Information, Inc.About the AuthorPatricia Cornwell's international bestsellers include
Postmortem-the only novel to win the Edgar, Creasey, Anthony, and Macavity awards and the
French Prix du Roman d'Aventure in a single year-and Cruel and Unusual, which won Britain's
prestigious Gold Dagger Award for the year's best crime novel in 1993. Her fictional chief
medical examiner, Dr. Kay Scarpetta, won the 1999 Sherlock Award for best detective created
by an American author. Cornwell divides her time between New York City and Richmond,
Virginia, where she has helped establish the Virginia Institute of Forensic Science and Medicine,
the first forensic training facility of its kind in the nation. Cornwell serves as the Institute's
Chairman of the Board.From AudioFileNo Kay Scarpetta here (this is Cornwell's OTHER series),
but plenty of gory details and psychotic characters with bizarre motivations are present in a story
that combines black comedy and mystery. Becky Ann Baker reads this raunchy tale with a
breathy mixture of foreshadowing and anticipation that leads the listener through a plot of
murder and mayhem on a small island off the coast of Georgia. Character transitions are neatly
done by the narrator as Andy Brazil and Judy Hammer are brought back to life from previous
Cornwell novels. The Southern voices, especially those of the inept governor and his bumbling
family, are realistic. The comedic lines and characters are also given their due, and the musical
interludes of Southern blues add to the atmosphere. D.L.M. © AudioFile 2002, Portland, Maine--
Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, MaineRead more
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Chaos: A Scarpetta Novel (Kay Scarpetta Mysteries)



Dawn D Boyer PhD - Author of 100+ Big Kids Coloring Books for adult coloring hobbyists, “Isle
of Dogs not for Dog Lovers. I just paged through dozens of those folks writing reviews that hated
the book. Boy, did they misunderstand what this book is about!Anyone who is a fan of Saturday
Night Live can see the biting sarcasm, the intrinisic irony, and the 'bite your tongue, and don't
laugh out loud because someone might hear you giggling at something politically incorrect'
humor of this story. Those hoping to read more darkly gothic storytelling with their favorite
character, Kay Scarpetta, are sure to be disapointed--... Those who read this book to be
entertained by a parody of Southern politics, hilarious distortions of basic human emotions, and
who can recognize real-life folks just just trying to 'get along' are in for a delightful ride.The story
is essentially about a crime-fighting team of a female Va State Police Commissioner (?) and her
trusty side-kick, a 'good 'ol white boy' State Police helicopter pilot whose main mission in life is to
do their jobs as well as possible despite all the stupid people getting in their way.If anyone
remembers The Dukes of Hazard television show, the little fat town mayor will quickly come to
mind when Cornwell describes the Governor of Virginia--blind, deaf, and dumber than a hunk of
fat-back hanging in the smokehouse. His wife, equally stupid, vapid, and a TV shop-a-holic will
bring to mind many close relatives many of us are forced to accknowledge in our own families.
The daughters--equally dumb, fat, and obnoxious to boot, make up the discontent family of
political squatters in the Richmond Capital Mansion.Enter a protagonist who stirs the Govenor's
pot (figuratively and literally) to realize a lifelong burning ambition based on revenge for family
honor for many generations. His methods of getting what he wants (OK, Patricia, this method of
poison makes even my mouth water!) by manipulating the Governor's 'submarine' make for a
cute plot amongst the several subplots with all the characters just trying to make an honest living
and keeping all the vultures away.Tangier Island was appealing to me before, and I haven't
visited it yet, but I want to drop by even more now after reading about all the unique characters
that Cornwell 'slightly' exaggerated in the book to increase it's humor factor.OK, it's not a
realistic, criminally dark and gothic book with sexy scenes of interacial coupling that Cornwell is
known for with her Kay Scarpetta character, but she does right a compelling plot that wants you
to read on to see what stupid event falls in to place next and how the characters react in a chain
reaction of overdone proportions.Anonymous Internet Hero, a missing dog, good 'ol white boys,
a dishonest dentist, race car drivers, and unpolitic behavior in this book promises a giggle
throughout as you read and wonder what Cornwell has thought up next. If you are laughing
within the first two chapters, then this book will entertain you to the end. But, if you expect and
demand the same style of writing as Cornwell's Scarpetta novels, don't bother.”

L. Tucker, “humerous. I enjoyed this short series. I don't know what the other reviewers were
thinking. It is definitely campy but I enjoyed the descriptive and off the wall characters. But then I
really enjoyed "A Fish Called Wanda", "Oscar", "Monty Python" and the like, so maybe it's just



me.”

Nerk, “Different. This was an unusual read but I did like it. I think there could have been a little
more.the end did pull it together more.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Why on earth. I have read and enjoyed this author for many years but I
cannot for the life of me figure out why on earth and thought this senseless nonsense was worth
her time and talent”

Karen Eberts, “Isle of Dogs. A different story line for Patricia Cornwall. I really enjoyed the
"warped" sense of humor.  I like the story, a nice break from Kay Scarpetta, whom I adore.”

Cassie, “Patricia Cornwall has gone funny. The first time we listened to this book .... Patricia
Cornwall has gone funny. The first time we listened to this book on CD my husband had to pull
off the road we were laughing so much. Great characters and the setting of a small island off the
VA coast is easy to see in your mind's eye. Not much violence. Definitely not horror genre. There
are mysteries. I highly recommend this book. I have read it and listened to it on CD. If you have a
choice go for the CD.”

The book by Patricia Cornwell has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 763 people have provided feedback.
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